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Introduction

The goal of this report is to provide a comprehensive look at direct-to-consumer
genetic testing and the information that can be learned from the test. The companies
that provide the tests provide customers with a regional ethnicity breakdown and
very little in the way of medical forecasting. The ancestry calculation is made by
matching the genetic features of the individual to known genetic features of regions
of the globe from different generations. The more information is collected from
people of any given region, the more precise a picture the genetic information can
paint.

Therefore, companies regularly update both their percentage-estimates of ancestry
and their geographic specificity based on the robustness of their data. The
dependence on accumulated data means that in populations for which a large
volume of accurate records has been kept, i.e. Europeans, analysis will be very
precise, whereas individuals from ethnicities that have not been well represented in
the database these companies use for comparison will have a regional background
described with broader strokes (Some individuals with Asian ancestry have received
a vague report of “East Asian” as their dominant ancestry).
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Companies are limited in what they can report related to health and disease because
of concerns about accuracy and the liability of people self-diagnosing and self-
treating.  However, a lot of the relevant data needed to calculate risk factors or

predispositions towards genetically-determined features of a person is contained
inside of the 600,000-800,000 individual base pairs that ancestry-focused companies
sequence. It’s important to note that there is a difference between sequencing a
person’s full genome, which costs about $1000  and would be unusual for someone

to do unless they were especially curious or were thought to have an anomalous
genetic condition. The genetic material that these under-$100 companies focus on
comes from the real variation between individuals, which is about .025% of an
individual’s full genome .

Simplified model of human evolutionary history. Relationships between contemporary populations
and the approximate times at which they diverged are shown. These include important well
established (solid lines) and tentative (dashed lines) admixture events between groups of modern
humans and between modern and archaic humans. The model also shows the potential small
proportion of ancestry in Oceanic populations that is derived from an early out-of-Africa
migration (turquoise)1
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Third party organizations, or even a very determined individual using the right
database, can match the alleles reported by their genetic test to the relevant research
that illuminates a correlation between that genotypic variant and a potential health
or behavior outcome. For this we used Promethease . This streamlined the process

of identifying alleles and linked our genetic information to SNPedia . Both of these

are enormously powerful resources that expand the utility of the raw data.

Direct-to-consumer genetic testing companies like 23andMe and AncestryDNA are
perhaps correct in being conservative in the amount of medical data they provide to
their customers. Divulging medical information to their customers could be
devastating if that person has a potentially lethal or very harmful allele, particularly
outside of the office of a genetic counselor.

The research to fully understand many genetic idiosyncrasies is still in its infancy,
and most often there is a necessary interplay between genetic and environmental
factors. To avoid controversy and culpability, most of the big players write
themselves out of the medical testing field by claiming to strictly provide ancestry
information. However, there is a tension between protection and transparency,
because contained within the report that they generate is a lot of health-related
information.

It is unclear who should be responsible for the genetic information; is the onus
entirely on individuals to inform themselves and remain dispassionate when reading
a report that has the potential to drastically alter a life? That seems a lofty goal for
lay people, particularly when there are professionals who spend their entire careers
attempting to understand the expression of a single genetic variant. It’s an incredibly
complicated puzzle and it is far from fully understood.

Alternatively, the information stored in the myriad A’s, T’s, G’s, and C’s belongs
more to no one than to the individual for whom it provides the code of life, and in
that respect there should be no limitations on a person’s access to the data.

The legislation that deals with genetic testing is not very robust. There are broadly
applicable regulations put in place by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) which ensure that clinical laboratories maintain high standards of
accuracy and validity in their testing . This does not explicitly apply to the direct-

to-consumer tests, which are classified as laboratory-developed tests (LDTs).

The FDA is finding its feet as it determines how it wants to approach LDTs and
what regulations on these self-administered would look like. The fact that a
governing agency does not oversee these genetic tests does not mean that they are
inaccurate. However, if anything that would require medical intervention is found,
it should be confirmed by a duplicate test conducted by a professional.

All of this information should serve to provide a sense of perspective as one
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interprets the results of their genetic tests. At this point the tests cost between $65-
$100, so almost anyone can afford to have one done. This is a fantastic age for
genetic accessibility, but it is bringing up an unavoidable question of how to handle
the responsiblity of genetic literacy.

My Genealogy and Family History

This is a family tree created by me with help from my parents and one surviving
grandparent, my maternal grandmother. My father’s family lived in Ukraine, in
Eastern Europe, near Kiev. Brody was the name of a city in Ukraine that was
incorporated in the year 1584. The town was predominantly Jewish, and Brody or
derivatives (Brodsky, Brodst, Brodski) are semi-common surnames of Poles,
Ukrainians, Czechs, and others from the area. ] These Yiddish-speaking Jews

immigrated to The United States before World War II by way of Ellis Island in
New York City and made their way to Boston. I am named after my great-
grandmother Rachel.

My mother’s family I know much less about; my mother was not close to her own
mother and because I am culturally Jewish, the stories of my paternal ancestors and
their traditions became much more salient than those of my maternal family
members. I was very close to my maternal grandfather, Arthur, who passed away in
2007. Although we delighted in one another’s company, we did not spend much
time talking about family history.

I was surprised by the ethnicity breakdown only because I did not expect it to be as
clearly defined as it was. My background was reported as 43% European Jewish, 29%
Ireland/Scotland/Wales, and 22% Europe West. After these three, the percentages
fell to almost null, with 2% Finland/Northwest Russia and <1% of Scandinavia,
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Asia Central, Middle East, African Southeastern Bantu. These extremely low
confidence regions are so minute as to be statistically irrelevant. That breakdown
reflects what I have heard of our family history, but I am surprised to see it so neatly
delineated because I imagine most people to have experienced more admixing
somewhere along their pedigree.

AncestyDNA provides a timeline feature in which they estimate where your
ancestors might’ve been by the quarter-century. Their estimation makes sense,
although it is not correct in my case. It speaks of Jews fleeing Europe in the years
leading up to and during the Holocaust, which they did, but I know from family
records that my ancestors had already immigrated to the United States by the time
World War II began. I’m not sure if they mean this to be a broad historical guide
for what different ethnic groups were doing throughout history or if they intend for
this estimate to be their approximation of where my ancestors were between 1925-
1950.

Genetic Testing Technology

The technology that affordable genetic sequencing relies on is called Next
Generation Sequencing, or NGS. NGS was developed after the flurry of public and
scientific interest in sequencing the full human genome in the late 1990’s . The

piece that makes this new and now widely used sequencing technique revolutionary
is its ability to run millions of small fragments of a sequence at once with a very high
degree of accuracy.

This means that the cost of sequencing a full genome has fallen from $2.7 billion to
hovering just over $1000 today. Now that population geneticists have identified the
specific areas of the genome that contain variation between individuals - called

Illumina Chip Used for Sequencing, Illumina 2018
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Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) - the cost is even lower, because the
sequencing is limited to a very small portion of a person’s complete genome.
Reading these selections from a genome is called genotyping.

The basic workflow of genotyping an individual uses the genetic material that has
been collected in the saliva tube and slices it into many small pieces. Using pieces
this small is much more efficient than doing a base-by-base analysis of large
stretches of DNA. These small pieces of DNA are exposed to pre-defined sequences
that are known to match the areas that the testing companies have deemed of
interest.

A company called Illumina whose technologies control the field of low-cost genetic
sequencing right now manufactures a chip that this treated DNA can be placed on
and imaged. The image that is taken of the activated chip is kind of like looking at a
population map of a country; if the genotype of interest is apparent at a certain
location, we can say that it is present inside the person’s DNA. From this image, the
genotypic data report is generated.

Because this process is so automated, it would make sense that people would be
concerned about accuracy. However, the protocols of the test have been constructed

The Ethnicity Breakdown generated by ancestryDNA for Rachel Brody
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to be highly accurate . Genotyping is different from other genetic tests that have a

strict focus on medical utility. If a patient is exhibiting symptoms or has a family
history that would lead a doctor to think that they have a medically relevant genetic
condition, they might order a test on a single gene. A genetic counselor might be
similarly interested in one single locus when two people are planning to have
children to determine the chances of passing on a condition, good or bar, to the next
generation.

There is a certain amount of novelty in receiving the tests that 23andMe and
AncestryDNA offer; they have chosen genetic locations that tell a story about the

DNA Matches In The Databases

It is important to understand how closely someone is related to you - genetically
speaking - to be able to make sense of the potential matches in the database that an
ancestry-based service might find. 23andMe has compiled an excellent chart that
displays the amount of genetic information you are statistically likely to share with a
family member.
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It might be surprising how little genetic information a person can share with
someone still in the family. This breakdown helps to make sense of how a person
can test their ancestry and see 4th cousins on the site numbering in the 1000’s, even
if they come from a very small family. On average, a 4th cousin shares only .20% of
their DNA with you!

When calculating how many ancestors a person has, there is a distinction to be made
between genetic and genealogical ancestors. Genealogical ancestors are the people
who can be traced on a family tree as far back as a person is willing or able to go, and
are calculated by raising 2 to the power of the number of generations. That means
that an individual has two parents, four grandparents, eight great-grandparents, and
onwards .

Genetic ancestry is different from the inclusive pedigree of all of the people I am
descended from. Because we inherit “chunks” of genetic material from the mating
pairs we descend from, in the beginning generations (<10) our genetic ancestors
essentially match our number of genealogical ancestors. ¬However, as we move
farther back through a person’s pedigree, many of the genetic information is either
passed down repetitively or randomly neglected from inclusion in your genome
based on the random nature of recombination. To explain demonstrate this, I am
including simulations of genetic and genealogical ancestors developed by Graham
Coop .

Average Percent DNA Shared Between Relatives: 23andMe has compiled an excellent chart that
displays the amount of genetic information you are statistically likely to share with a family
member.
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Genealogical Ancestors over 10 generations



Genetic Ancestors over 10 generations with transparency indicating input of genetic
material.

Knowing this information, it is not surprising to learn that I was given an estimate of
1000+ potential cousins ranging from 2nd-6th with a very high certainty.
AncestryDNA gave me the option to sort my DNA matches by their region of
origin - either Eastern European or a more specific country (Ukraine, Lithuania,
etc.) or Irish/Scottish. Depending on the subscription level you purchase on
AncestryDNA, which is a service primarily marketed as an ancestry-discovering
website, you are given the option to get in touch with potential matches. I was
contacted by one individual who matched as my 4th cousin, but I did not have the
requisite subscription level to respond to her.

Ethnicity Estimates

In the early 2002s, a global coalition converged to create a map of the human
genome and its variation among people by region. The International HapMap
Project - HapMap standing for haplotype map - aimed to catalog the genetic



features impacting general health and disease susceptibility, drug responses, and
interactions with an individual’s environment. This came on the heels of the
groundbreaking discovery and hard-fought convincing of the scientific community
that diseases can have their root in genetics by Dr. Marie Claire King when she
proved in 1990 that BRCA1, or the 17th chromosome, could play a causal role in a
woman developing breast cancer .

The HapMap project pioneered genotyping based on known differences rather than
full genome sequencing. At the time, the prohibitive cost of sequencing an entire
genome made them seek workable solutions. The companies and organizations
involved in the HapMap project spanned the globe and chose a sample of people
who reflected their regional diversity. Based on existing research that had shown
promising links between SNPs and health outcomes, they selected millions of SNPs
that were well defined within the genome sequence - this means that the scientists
knew exactly where on the genome they would be located. They chose 269 people
from America, China, Japan, Nigeria, Kenya, and Italy.

Even within these sample groups people had broad diversity; the family ancestry of
people within the United States included large swathes of Europe, Native
American, Indian, Mexico, and China . The SNPs of 269 individuals does not

necessarily seem representative of the entire world - and surely it is not. But this
mass compilation of data was revolutionary and was added to through the following
decade, and has been succeeded by similar (although much larger) projects like the
International Genome Sample Resource’s 1000 Genomes Project .
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This is relevant background because the same technique is used by direct-to-
consumer companies to establish a customer’s ethnic background. 23andMe
established their own “reference set” of SNP data using the same methods of the
HapMap project. They categorized 11,091 people into 31 populations and
corroborate the DNA of someone who sends away for testing with their reference
set . But a database is not static - as 23andMe amasses customer information and

direct input from customers about their known ancestry, their reference sets become
more specific and they can more precisely localize haplotypes and haplogroups to
locales.

The growth of the size and confidence of their reference sets means that percentages
of estimates are able and likely to change, and also that ethnic background reports
can progress from “Asia” to “East Asia” to “Manchurian & Mongolian”. 23andMe
is actively invested in making their reports useful and interesting to populations
beyond European-descended people, so they frequently recalibrate their estimation
algorithms .

Deeper Family History - Using Mitochondrial DNA

For a time, AncestryDNA offered testing of Y-DNA and mtDNA in addition to
their regular autosomal genotyping tests. The utility of a Y-DNA or mtDNA test
comes from the speed at which these specific pieces of genetic material change and
what they represent. Y-DNA is male-specific; when a pair of parents give birth to
an infant boy, his Y chromosome (of the XY pair, as opposed to the XX pair in a
female) has not recombined but instead has been transferred as an identical copy
from his father. This means that the Y-DNA data will produce a report of the entire
patrilineage of an individual.

The sequences selected for use in the 1000 Genomes project. The Genome Russia project: closing
the largest remaining omission on the world Genome map. Taras K. Oleksyk Vladimir Brukhin
Stephen J. O’Brien - GigaScience, Volume 4, Issue 1, 1 December 2015, Pages 1-3,
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mtDNA serves a similar purpose in genetic testing to Y-DNA, but males and
females alike both have mitochondria, which is what the “mt” stands for. mtDNA
comes exclusively from the mother, so in the same way that a man can trace his
patrilineage with Y-DNA, any person can trace their matrilineage with mtDNA.

AncestryDNA no longer offers mitochondrial or Y-linked DNA testing, although
alternative sites like 23andMe do.

Interesting Genotypes

As previously mentioned, Promethease is a database tool that links the raw data
inputted by a user to the recent and relevant literature on their individual SNPs. It
groups them good, bad, and null, and has filters to sort by the impact of the allele on
the person: medical, behavioral, appearance, and others. Some of my most
interesting genotypes included:

A complement of alleles that predispose me to be a heavier-than-normal coffee
drinker. Between rs762551, rs6968865, rs713598, and rs1726866 I am likely to
metabolize caffeine more quickly, drink more coffee on average,  and not taste the

bitterness of the coffee.  This makes sense, because you can always find me with a

coffee in hand.

rs17070145: increased memory performance based on studies of US and Swiss
cohorts in memory recall. KIBRA, the protein coded for by this allele, has been

Y-linked DNA traveling through patrilineal descent - AncestryDNA 2018

Mitochondrial DNA traveling through matrilineal descent - AncestryDNA 2018
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studied to understand its relationship with brain performance, depression,
Alzheimer’s, and brain aging. “Carriers of the T allele had 24% better free recall
performance 5 min after word presentation and 19% better recall performance 24
hours after word presentation”. A finding of similar magnitude was exhibited in a
US study group. This is perhaps not clinically significant, but interesting.

It is important to note that sometimes, the genetic features described in a SNP can
be completely inaccurate. This report includes the SNP rs1454292 (T;T) straighter
hair and this individual has extremely curly hair. Sometimes, the effects mentioned
in a SNP simply do not manifest.

Also, SNPs can be quirky. rs13146789(T;T) was referenced in one publication that
surveyed 767 Finnish people from 76 different families in their ability to discern
musical pitch. This allele seemed to separate those who could from those who
couldn’t with 84% accuracy. The SNP, which is part of the PCDH7 protocadherin 7
gene, might play a role in the workings of the inner ear. This is cool, but not
particularly reputable or medically relevant.

rs1815739 (C;T) mix of muscle types, likely sprinter. I thought it was interesting to
find out that this is the typical allele orientation for white people, as reported by
SNPedia. It has to do with the premature truncation of a protein within fast-twitch
muscles, which might make it seem like an impairment would occur. However,
some elite athletes have this allele orientation and the more recent research suggests
that it provides mixed muscle types, between endurance and sprinters, with a higher
correlation between the muscle types and the athlete types in females.

rs909525 (A;G) Probably one Warrior Gene and one Non-Warrior Gene: This
allele hinges on the ability of genes to undergo repeats in transcription. A good
example of this manifests in Huntington’s Disease, where the number of repeats at a
certain location predictively determines at what age, if at all, a person will develop
Huntington’s Disease. This behavioral-related gene is on the X chromosome, and
the number of repeats is correlated to the letter at the relevant locus. People with 3
repeats have the Warrior version, whereas people with 4-5 repeats have the non-
warrior gene. I am a female, so I have two opportunities to have the warrior gene -
because I have 1 A and 1 G, it appears that I have one copy of the 3 repeat version
and one copy of the 4-5 repeat version. If I were a male, I would only have one copy
because it is a specifically X-linked gene. This gene purports to have an impact on
anger through white matter volume, and I think that I have a pretty short temper
but I am pretty well in control of it .

rs53576(G;G) optimistic and empathetic; handle stress well: this allele has to do
with the body’s responses to stress. In a study that measured responses to loud noises,
people with the (G;G) allele were less prone to startle when exposed to a loud noise
whereas people with (A;A) or (A;G) were more likely to startle. In a separate study,
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there were more dramatic physiological reactions within holders of the (G;G) allele
to the sound of babies crying than in their other variants, which was the rationale
behind the “empathy” piece of the allele.

I found that rs16969968 (A;A) was interesting rather than medically relevant
because I am not a smoker or cocaine user, but it purports a higher risk for nicotine
dependence alongside an inversely lower risk of cocaine dependence. I think it’s
interesting that these two stimulants would group together - it makes sense - they
both relate to “enhanced pleasurable responses” - and people with my allele tend to
have an increased pleasure response to the first cigarette they smoke. This will
probably continue to convince me to not smoke.

Medically Important Genotypes

This section includes genetic features that could turn out to be medically relevant.
At this point in time I am unaware of any personal medical conditions, nor did I
uncover any shocking alleles that might drastically impact my outlook on my
longevity or health. I did find some interesting insights, though.

rs1805008 (C;T) red hair carrier, higher risk of melanoma this was no surprise at all.
I have fair skin and red hair, I know very well that I burn easily in the sun, and I
have been told by every adult as a child that I ought to do whatever I can to protect
my skin.
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rs16942(A;G) “very slightly increased breast cancer risk”: This is one of 25 SNPs
that has been shown to confer an elevated risk of breast cancer. Alone, it amounts to
a very small increase, but it is cumulative with other factors. This mutation is
present in the BRCA1 gene, but it is not one of the two mutations found to be
causitive of breast cancer alone. It has been mentioned in 4 publications. This SNP
does not independently create a high risk of breast cancer, and the papers that
reference the mutation do not provide any modified guidelines for preventative
breast cancer screenings.

rs3738579 (T;T) 1.5x-2x increased risk for cervical cancer, HNSCC, and breast
cancer: looking through the Promethease report can become daunting when so
many alleles impact the same kinds of health issues - particularly cancers, like those
of the breast and cervix and skin. These are risk factors that are controlled by all
different facets of a person’s life, including their environment and their activities
alongside their genetics. Until we have further investigated the impacts of each of
these alleles, we will not have the requisite information to know if the risk factors
stack, multiply, act separately, or interact some other way. The main study that
gleaned the correlation between breast and cervical cancer and allele rs3738579
looked at the mutations it could cause within an enzyme.

rs147210663 (A;G) rare variant with large positive effect: This slightly unusual
allele confers around 40% lower average triglyceride level in people who hold it, and
the benefit of that is a decrease in risk for coronary artery disease .

rs10830963 (C;C) normal risk of type-2 diabetes through plasma glucose levels. The
absence of the alleles that group with higher plasma glucose while a person is fasting
bodes well for my baseline risk of developing type-2 diabetes. However, this does
not mean that if I adhered to poor nutritional standards or took in more sugar than
recommended that I would not put myself at risk for Type-2 Diabetes, despite
having this apparent genetic benefit. A very robust study of the gene “totaling
19,000+ Europeans concluded that rs10830963 had the most influence of any
MTNR1B gene SNP on the risk for type-2 diabetes. Specifically, the (G) allele
increased the risk of isolated impaired fasting glycemia (OR=1.64, P=5.5x10(-11))
but not isolated impaired glucose tolerance..”

rs1711437 (A;G) younger, healthier kidney function: This allele confers the kidney
function of a person 4-5 years younger than the average person of the age with this
allele. It comes from a study that mapped the filtration rate of the kidneys of a large
sample of people, and is part of 630 genes that exhibit variation with age,
particularly within the kidney. It is pretty common, within 49.6% of the
Promethease data points .

rs225014 (C;T) 1.3-1.79x risk of osteoarthritis, 1.6x bipolar, etc: This is a
particularly interesting mutation because it has implications for both a behavioral
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and a medical outcome. Deviations from the normal orientation of base pairs, which
is T;T, have shown small increases in the likelihood of either or both of these
conditions in 10 different publications. Rarely does a publication reference both
conditions, so O.A. is substantiated by 2 publications, bipolar disorder by another
respective 2, and various other conditions including hypothyroidism and diabetes by
the remaining 6 papers. It is not alone conclusive and does not predict the presence
or potential of either of these conditions.

rs180223 (G;T) 1.3x-11.5x increased risk of autoimmune thyroid disease: this allele
I picked because the risk facor appeared so stark. However, upon further inspection,
I understood that the 1.3x risk factor applies to the Caucasian population whereas
the 11.5x risk applies to the Han Chinese population. This is interesting, but not
applicable to me in the way that it seemed at 11.5 fold increase.

gs281: part of the 88% of the population claimed not to maintain weight loss unless
you perform high energy exercise: this is an interesting allele because it involves 2
SNPs, both rs4994 and rs1042713, and because it is pushing the limits of our
understanding of genetic control of lifestyle-mediated factors like weight
management. It is part of a hypothesis that led to the filing of a patent, and the idea
behind this read is that awareness of this tendency will help people make informed
lifestyle choices.

rs12979860 (C;T) 20-40% of such hepatitis C patients respond to treatment:
Knowing about your genetic tendencies in drug interactions will probably become a
very powerful tool in the medical field. Rather than having to prescribe different
medications and observe their efficacy or unintended consequences, having a profile
of a patient’s genetic drug compatibility has the potential to streamline treatment
and make diagnoses more precise.

rs6313 (T;T) depression, panic, stress response: This haplotype, or complex of
SNPs, is similar to the gs281 allele set because it draws its conclusion from more
than one polymorphism. Instead, it corroborates 4 independent but related SNPs to
calculate a variation of a serotonin receptor that can impact stress, depression, and
panic management. These aren’t things that I have notably struggled with in my life,
but it’s not out of the question that I will go on to have difficulty with them in the
future. It’s important to note that many of these alleles seem to have really dire
consequences - however, they alone are not assurance of any condition, save for a
few well identified genetic features. Additionally, it is important to note the
prevalence of a SNP like this: according to Promethease, this allele variation is seen
with a frequency of 20.4%.

rs2254958 (C;T) 1.24x increased risk for Alzheimer’s: This is not the factor
primarily associated with Alzheimer’s, but instead a secondary factor that has been
tentatively identified as having an impact on susceptibility to the disease.
Interestingly, it’s also seen within almost 50% of the population data on
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Promethease.

rs2802292 (G;T) one copy of a longevity gene - slightly increased lifespan this
seems like a useful thing to have inside of my genome. Having two G alleles is
reputed as a greater chance of living to 100 while two T alleles has a lower chance of
living to 100. So G;T gives me one contibutor to a longer lifespan and one
contributor to an average lifespan. It is not certain though; he most robust study on
this looked mostly at Japanese men, where the T variation is the most common.
However, of the populations studied, Japanese men have the longest lifespan. So this
makes nothing certain, it is just a medically observed correlation .

In Closing

I hope that I have given you some insights on the methodolody of genetic testing
and the swathes of data that are packed into your tightly coiled DNA. I imagine that
it might be intriguing, unsettling, or exciting to learn that there is so much
information relevant to you personally within your own genetic code. I think that it
is important to keep a few things in mind when considering the technology and the
research that it supports:

1. Currently we know a fraction of what we will in the near future. This is not only
the way of scientific progress but especially the way of discovering features of
genetics. The kinds of sequencing that are commonplace today were unfathomable
even twenty years prior to now.

2. Genetics are not the whole story. The lived experience of your life - your activities
and environment - have an enormous impact on the things that develop -
behaviorally and medically - in your body. There is not yet really a good way to
know exactly how much of a role our genetics play vs. the other facets of our lives.

3. These technologies are tools. As they become more widely available and the inner
workings of them are made more plain (although of course they are not simple) the
public is well equipped to inform themselves and make decisions about how they
will make use of all the tools at hand.

This beautiful and very usable template was designed by JJ Allaire and Yihui Xie,
modeled after the handout style used by Edward Tufte in his books and handouts.

The above generational modeling was designed and built by Graham Coop,
www.gcbias.org
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